
THE FUTURE OF HUMAN FLIGHT
Personal Propulsion



“Generations always have a defining moment, where everything you see and 

everything you do changes. It usually happens when the most basic ideas are 

challenged to their core. If nobody challenges reality, we don’t evolve.” 

Christian LaRosa, CEO and Lead Designer, Rosa Motors



The Vision

From the beginning, the Rosa Motor Company has envisioned a
future in which flight is accessible to all in a personal sense. We
were founded on the belief that the greatest treasures of
science fiction must be created in the present to ever exist
outside of our dreams. As a result, we have taken on the
herculean effort of creating not only flight vehicles, but also the
technology that powers them and machines that can build them
cheaper.

We are developing a scalable platform of hover technology,
that will usher in a tectonic shift in how transportation takes
place. The extent of innovation taking place at Rosa is hard to
quantify, since all of the problems we are tackling are the hard
ones. We only think outside of the box.



R1Enter, the



The Rosa R1 is a high bypass gas turbofan
engine that is small enough to fit into the
most compact powerplants and develops
a significant, quiet thrust. It was sought to
develop an engine of the turbofan type,
for the benefits of lower fuel consumption
and drastically reduced noise, without
compromising on power. Turbofans are
the most modern and advanced form of
jet propulsion, powering commercial
airlines.

Unlike the turbojet engine, which is purely
a gas turbine, the turbofan uses a gas
turbine within the casing to drive a large
fan at the intake, which produces most of
the thrust of the engine. Essentially, a
larger volume of air is moved at a slower
speed, instead of a smaller volume of air
moved at a faster speed. As a result, the
sound profile is reduced, the fuel
efficiency is increased, and jet propulsion
is practical on an incredibly small scale.
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Technical

The Rosa R1 features an intake diameter of 10 inches, smaller than
any turbofan engine to date built by a factor of two. An axial length
from intake to nozzle of 18 inches leads to an exhaust outlet only 6
inches in diameter.

The Rosa R1 produces a maximum thrust in the range of
approximately 200-300 lb-F, powering professional vehicle
applications. It consists of both high and low pressure compressors,
a single turbine, and other components. In addition, a regenerative
system works in conjunction with the compressors to further increase
performance.

Our engine features a remarkably high bypass ratio of about 7:1.

An integrated gearbox allows the modification of speed from
turbine to compressor in varied proportions based on drive mode.
As a result, fuel consumption and thrust profile is always matched to
the flight characteristics in play.

Past the nozzle, bypass exhaust and turbine exhaust mix in a staged
manner at low velocity, further reducing noise output.



R2
There’s More.



Big things come in small packages.

The Rosa R2, designed for consumer applications, was
conceived to power the smallest and most personal flight
applications imaginable. It is a high bypass gas turbofan
engine, featuring an intake diameter of only 6 inches and an
exhaust outlet of under 4 inches. It produces a maximum
thrust in the range of 100-200 lb-F while doing so quieter and
using less fuel.

The R2 is, by far, the smallest turbofan in the world.

Using the same technology of the R1, it allows the practical
and powerful integration of jet propulsion in personal-sized
flight vehicles.

Development of the R2 began alongside the R1, sharing the
heritage of each technological innovation that came about.
As a result, no aspect of the R1 was brushed over for the R2.



Comparison



In our vehicles, we are equipping each
engine with dedicated extinguisher lines
on autodisburse circuits and a mount-on
exit vane assembly for dynamic thrust
vectoring.

Rosa is developing the engines for peak
performance and a high degree of
flexibility by design. In addition, we are
designing both the R1 and R2 to be
manufactured additively, reducing
complexity and other major production
bottlenecks.



In pursuit of widespread and affordable flight


